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coreldraw graphics suite x6 is the industry-standard vector graphics program for professionals. with
x6 you can create, save, edit, and print your vector graphics with the industry standard eps format,
and save layered files that can be opened and edited by other vector graphics programs. whether
you need to create or edit vector graphics for business or pleasure, coreldraw x6 provides you with
the tools to do it quickly and easily. coreldraw x6 includes a new shape builder tool, that lets you
create and edit shapes from simpler objects. you can also customize the shape tools, so you can

keep your favorite brushes or reset the list to the original defaults. coreldraw x6 also features a new
tabbed interface, and improved exporting, editing and previewing capabilities. plus, there are many
new graphics included in the "stories from around the world" chapter, and a new chapter featuring a
new "tropical island" template, which lets you quickly create a variety of personal and professional

projects. coreldraw graphics suite x6 is the industry-standard vector graphics program for
professionals. with x6 you can create, save, edit, and print your vector graphics with the industry

standard eps format, and save layered files that can be opened and edited by other vector graphics
programs. whether you need to create or edit vector graphics for business or pleasure, coreldraw x6
provides you with the tools to do it quickly and easily. the sony a6300 is a full frame (crop) camera

(the sony α-mount has a 36.4mm x 23.8mm effective focal length) with a 24-megapixel aps-c exmor
cmos sensor and an exmor r cmos sensor. the a6300 also includes the newly developed bionz x

image processing engine, which enables the camera to produce high-resolution images and videos
with minimal noise. additionally, the sony a6300 has a 24.2 megapixel exmor rs cmos sensor,

capable of capturing 4k (uhd) movies. the sony a6300 has a large 3.0" 1.0 μm-pixel display with
clear view ii and offers various video features such as 4k uhd video recording and recording in

avchd/mpeg-4 avc/h.264 file formats. the sony a6300 has an iso range of 100-16000 (expand) with
more than 30 customizable iso settings, an articulated 3.0 μm-pixel touchscreen display with a

resolution of 3.0" (921k dots) and clear view ii, the latest x-reality technology for a deeper, more true-
to-life color reproduction, "eye af" (ae/af) for accurate focus even in backlit conditions, and built-in wi-

fi to allow for easy transfer of images and video over a wireless lan.
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